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Research:
FIXD is a tiny gadget and free app that works as a car sensor and diagnostic tool. It is
one small example of part of the Internet of Things. It allows two devices to communicate to
each other. You plug the device into the OBD-II port in your car and connect it to the app to get
information about your vehicle. It breaks down confusing terms to tell you exactly what is
wrong instead of relying on the mechanic to decode the ominous “check engine” light. You can
better understand the severity of the problem and get an idea of how much it will cost. The app
can also remind you when it is time to get a maintenance check. It works on all gas-powered
vehicles made before 1996 and can connect to multiple cars.

Frequently Asked Questions:
•
•

•

•

How much is a FIXD car sensor?
o One FIXD car sensor is $59 on their website and $59.99 on Amazon. I bought
mine on Amazon; it was a prime item and had free one-day shipping.
Where is the OBD-II port?
o It is usually located on the driver’s side, somewhere under the dashboard. On
FIXD’s website and in the app, you can plug in the type of car you have and it
will show a picture of where the port is located.
How does it know what is wrong?
o The OBD-II port is the same port that mechanics plug their computers in to detect
the problem. When you plug FIXD into this port, it uses Bluetooth so that your
car can communicate this information to the app.
What issues can it detect?

•

•

•

o FIXD can detect around 6,800 problems that would trigger the check-engine light
to turn on.
Do I need internet connection?
o You will need at least three bars of cellular data, your Bluetooth turned on, and
you might want to disconnect from Wi-Fi as it will probably not reach as far as
where your car is parked outside.
Can I clear my check engine light?
o Yes, you can communicate to your car to turn off the engine lights through a few
simple clicks in the app. However, these lights are there to remind you that
something is wrong, so be sure you would like to do this based on what FIXD has
told you about the problem.
How do I add another car?
o Yes, you can use one FIXD sensor to asses multiple cars. You can add the
different cars and their names in the app.

Trying it Out:
Owen’s Car
My FIXD came in the mail from Amazon and I was
very interested to try it out and be able to let my car and my
friends’ cars communicate to my phone. My car currently
does not have any warning lights on, but luckily one of my
roommates, Owen, had a check-engine light recently pop up.
At this point I had
already watched a few
videos of people using the
device and I explained a
little bit about what we
were doing and how it
works. Owen has a 2013 Ford Escape. We went to her car
and read all the instructions (pictures above). It seemed easy
enough. I had already downloaded the app on my phone.
We started by creating an account and entering the sensor
code found on the back of the device. We used the in-app
feature to find her OBD-II port which pointed to under the
steering wheel (shown to the left). We found the port,
plugged in the FIXD, and turned on the car. I clicked “Tap
to Scan” and it read “Communicating” for a few seconds. A
message popped up saying that the voltage was too low. We
did what it said and restarted the engine to try again. We did
this a few times and always got the “Low Voltage” pop-up.
We accepted that the FIXD would not be working on Owen’s
car. Owen thinks that this might have to do with her battery.
She’s been having trouble with it lately as it just died. She
tried jumping the car but ended up buying another battery. Perhaps the newly installed battery
could not connect to the FIXD.

We were pretty disappointed with the results but felt it was out of our control since it had
to do with the battery. I decided to take the FIXD and see if I could plug it in to my own car.
My car did not have any warning lights on but perhaps it could still tell us something.

My Car
I took the FIXD, got my own car keys, and headed down to my car. I have a used 2016
Audi Q3. While it does not mention this on the FIXD website, one video I watched of someone
using FIXD on their used car showed that the app reported that the car had been in a bad
accident. He had not been in an accident, so he inferred that it was information that the past user
or the dealership did not disclose to him. I did not have any warning lights on so I was hoping
that I could maybe get some information about the car’s history.
Since the app was already set up with the scanner, it said
to insert the sensor and start the car and that the new car would be
added. I easily found my OBD-II port as it was almost exactly
where Owen’s was. I plugged in the sensor, started the car and
waited a few seconds before clicking “Tap to Scan”. I clicked
and after a bit of “Communicating”, it said “Sensor Not Found”.
I tried again multiple times. Always the same thing. I looked up
the troubleshooting section, read articles, and watched videos of
what to do when the app says this. I tried logging out and back
in, turning the car off and back on, and unplugging and plugging
in the FIXD. Nothing worked. I realized that when you plug the
FIXD in, a dim blue light should flash on the device and this
never happened. The articles said that if the blue light does not
flash, to contact FIXD, so I sent an email.
I tried everything and was beginning to get more
frustrated. The blue light never turned on which means it was not
connecting properly to my car after many attempts to connect. At
this point I was extremely disappointed in the device. I couldn’t
get it to work on two different cars. I know that it has worked for
others and has become a helpful tool, but I just felt stuck.

Mary Frances’ Car
I was not satisfied. I could not get the device to connect to two different cars. I decided
to try a third to be sure. I explained FIXD to my friend Mary Frances and she looked at the

website and reviews. She was very intrigued and was baffled as well
as to why it was not working for me. She wanted to test it on her car
also.
Mary Frances owns a 2005 Lexus SUV. We went to her car,
followed all the steps and watched carefully as we plugged in the
FIXD. Again, no blue light. We tried scanning it and she received
the same message that I had gotten- “Sensor not Found”. She wanted
to try driving around with the
FIXD plugged in and then
scanning it again. We got the
same result.
Since the blue light never
went off, and the FIXD could
not connect to three different
cars, I would like to believe
that I received a dud. FIXD
has not emailed me back on if
there is a solution to the lack
of blue light. I’ve seen this device work for others online
and read great reviews. Perhaps mine was just a dud.

Let’s Talk About the Bathroom:
People buy FIXD in order to get a better understanding of their car problems and to save
them from over-paying at the mechanic shop. Personally, I was really intrigued by the product
because I know close to nothing about cars, their problems, how to fix them, and what a
reasonable price to fix them would be. I do not know which problems are urgent and which can
be put off till later and allow me to still drive. Helpless, I often find myself calling my dad. I
was drawn to this product because it would give me more of a sense of autonomy.
However, the interactions I got from using this product were way below my expectations.
I am hopeful that FIXD can either help me solve this rapidly or send me a new sensor if mine is
truly just broken. I am interested to see more of the customer service side.
Before all of my failed attempts with FIXD, while I was researching and learning about
the benefits of the product, I was thinking of ways it could be applied to the bathroom (the type
of space I am exploring). My intentions for buying the product can also be applied to the
bathroom. I am new to living without my parents and with that comes new experiences and
problems that I had never had to deal with before. Similar to the car, I do not know anything
about plumbing and other home appliances. When something seems wrong, or breaks, I call a
mechanic or ask my father. The technology of the Internet of Things could be applied to the
bathroom as well. Similar to FIXD, it would be helpful if my bathroom appliances could
communicate to my smart phone to tell me what’s wrong and how I could fix it myself. Step-bystep videos would help me tremendously. The car is a far more complicated piece of equipment,
so I believe with a little help from a similar device I could fix my bathroom appliance problems
myself without spending money for someone to help.

